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KEY=HYZY - MALDONADO MORENO
State of the Onion Penguin Introducing White House Assistant Chef Olivia Paras, who is rising-and sleuthing-to the top. Includes recipes for a complete presidential menu! Never let
them see you sweat-that's White House Assistant Chef Olivia Paras's motto, which is pretty hard to honor in the most important kitchen in the world. She's hell-bent on earning her
dream job, Executive Chef. There's just one thing: her nemesis is vying for it, too. Well, that and the fact that an elusive assassin wants to see her fry. Hail to the Chef Penguin White
House executive chef Ollie Paras has to put her own interests on the back burner when a kindly electrician is electrocuted to death, and the First Lady’s nephew dies in an apparent
suicide less than 24 hours after cleaning shrimp with Ollie. Ollie suspects something ﬁshy is going on. She’ll have to watch her back—and ﬁnd a killer unlikely to be pardoned. Home
of the Braised Penguin With the pressure of an upcoming state dinner that could make or break the president’s foreign policy, White House executive chef Olivia Paras has precious
little time to focus on her wedding plans—or to catch a murderer… Tensions are running high as the White House staﬀ adjusts to a new chief usher and prepares for a high-stakes
state dinner, where everything must be perfect. But as the date for the event approaches, things go disastrously wrong when the secretary of defense is found dead in his home,
seemingly killed during a break-in. At the same time Olivia’s ﬁancé, Gav, is looking into the mysterious murder of an old friend. Is there a connection? Despite an increase in security
following the secretary’s death, Ollie learns the president is in imminent danger at the dinner and must do everything in her power to get to him—before it’s too late… Includes
Recipes for a complete presidential menu! Fonduing Fathers Penguin White House executive chef Olivia Paras has enough on her plate. But after gaining new information about her
father’s death, the First Family isn’t the only family Olivia is concerned about… Olivia has always believed that her father was an honorable man—until a trip to visit her mother
reveals that he was dishonorably discharged from the army. Olivia is even more shocked to learn that he was brutally murdered because someone at his company suspected him of
selling corporate secrets. Refusing to believe that her father was a scoundrel, Olivia won’t rest until she proves his innocence. Enlisting the help of her boyfriend, Gav, Olivia must
reach out to her father’s colleagues to discover the truth behind his murder. What she’s about to discover may not only put her at risk, but threaten national security as well… State
of the Onion Penguin While going up against her nemesis for the executive chef position, White House Assistant Chef Olivia Paras ﬁnds her goose cooked when she becomes the
target of a world-class assassin, after witnessing a murder. Original. Eggsecutive Orders Penguin Chef Olivia Paras has too many eggs in one basket-and is feeling like a basketcase... When NSA big shot Carl Minkus dies right after eating the dinner Olivia Paras's staﬀ had prepared, all forks point to them. Now the Secret Service is picking apart the
kitchen-and scrutinizing the staﬀ's every move. The timing couldn't be worse with the White House Lawn Easter Egg Roll to prep for without access to a kitchen. Olivia must ﬁnd the
real culprit-before she cracks under pressure. Buﬀalo West Wing Penguin With a new First Family, White House executive chef Olivia Paras can't aﬀord to make any mistakes. But
when a box of take-out chicken mysteriously shows up for the First Kids, she soon ﬁnds herself in a "no-wing" situation. After Olivia refuses to serve the chicken, the First Lady gives
her the cold shoulder. But when it turns out to be poisoned poultry, Olivia realizes the kids are true targets. Aﬀairs of Steak Penguin White House chef Olivia Paras and her arch
nemesis, White House Sensitivity Director Peter Everett Sargeant, must work together to solve the double murder of one of the First Lady's assistants and the Chief of Staﬀ-before
they become the next victims of a merciless assassin with a secret agenda. Flowerbed of State Penguin Cassandra "Casey" Calhoun's passion for gardening has carried her to
President's Park on which sits the White House. But when she ﬁnds a dead body in a trash can, Casey has to root out a killer before she ends up planted herself. Topped Chef A Key
West Food Critic Mystery Penguin Hayley Snow loves her job as the food critic for Key Zest magazine, tasting the oﬀerings from Key West’s most innovative restaurants. She’d rate
her life four stars, until she’s forced into the spotlight…and another murder investigation. Hoping for some good publicity, Hayley’s boss signs her up to help judge the Key West
Topped Chef contest. Stakes are high as the winner could be the next cooking-show superstar. Hayley shows up for the ﬁlming nervous but excited, until she sees who’s on the
judging panel with her: Sam Rizzoli, big shot businessman—and owner of the restaurant she just panned in her ﬁrst negative review. When Rizzoli turns up dead, the police assume
his killer is one of his business rivals. But Hayley wonders whether someone is taking the contest a little too seriously. With the police following the wrong recipe, it’s up to Hayley
to ﬁnd the killer before she’s eliminated from the show…permanently. Deadly Interest An Alex St. James Mystery Five Star Trade Reeling from a public humiliation by her former lover,
Alex St. James returns home to ﬁnd that her elderly neighbor - who'd earlier that evening asked Alex for her help with a sticky ﬁnancial situation - has been murdered. Alex
discovers that the spunky old lady had been secretly looking into her bank's lending practices. Drawn into the investigation, Alex uses her connections at Midwest Focus
NewsMagazine to help the police ﬁnd the killer but, before long, ﬁnds herself being stalked by a vicious ex-con. Added to the mix is the victim's estranged son, a volatile man with a
gambling problem, who's desperate to grab his inheritance. Even after suﬀering a brutal attack, Alex refuses to back oﬀ, and she subsequently uncovers a shocking secret that had
been buried long ago. Alex is juggling several personal issues as well; one concerning her handicapped sister, and another involving two attractive men, one of whom may have the
power to mend Alex's bruised ego. Determined to untangle the web of duplicity spun by those around her, Alex is soon poised to expose the truth. That is, until she ﬁnds herself
alone with the killer, a formidable foe with a Deadly Interest in her future. Julie Hyzy resides in Illinois. Grace Cries Uncle Premier Mystery Series "When Bennett Marshﬁeld reveals he's
in mind to acquire a secret antique and a mysterious FBI agent turns up dead, Grace can't help but wonder if her estranged sister Liza is at the center of it all"-- Grace Against the
Clock Penguin When Marshﬁeld Manor hosts a charity event, Grace Wheaton, the mansion’s curator and manager, is happy to lend a helping hand—until a killer makes an unwanted
donation… With the town clock in desperate need of repair, local lawyer Joyce Swedburg and her ex-husband, Dr. Leland Keay, are trying to put their diﬀerences aside to organize a
beneﬁt at Marshﬁeld Manor to raise money to restore the beautiful timepiece. While Grace appreciates the opportunity to support such a good cause, the tension between the
unhappy exes is giving her the urge to put both of the organizers in time out. But after Leland collapses on stage during the festivities, poisoned, Grace suspects there was more
going on behind the scenes. Now, she’s in a race to catch a ticked oﬀ murderer, and, if she’s going to prevent anyone else from getting hurt, every second will count… Grace Under
Pressure Center Point Pub When Bennett Marshﬁeld's trusted curator Abe is murdered in a case of mistaken identity, Grace Wheaton, lover of history and mystery, comes to the aid of
the reclusive millionaire while trying to catch a greedy killer with the help of handsome groundskeeper Jack Embers. (mystery & detective). Kale to the Queen Crooked Lane Books Chef
Carrie Ann Cole is about to embark on the adventure of a lifetime—an assignment as the new Personal Chef to the Royal Family at Kensington Palace. But no sooner has Carrie Ann
touched down across the pond and donned her apron than a dead body crops up beneath the royal kale beds. With one assistant dead and the other soon under suspicion for his
murder, Carrie Ann is scrambling to keep her kitchen up and running. Not to mention she gets oﬀ to an immediate bad start with the tempestuous Royal Chef Butterbottom, who has
a bitter taste in his mouth since the prestigious position in the Royal Family's kitchen was given to an "over-privileged, under-educated American chef." But the Royal Family's
appetites wait for no one, and Carrie Ann must solve the murder and still get supper on the table on time—even with the annoyingly handsome Head of Security Ian Gordon tracking
her every move like an MI6 agent. Suspects abound as an American chef adds a bit of spice to the traditional royal household in the ﬁrst in Nell Hampton's charming and tasty
Kensington Palace Chef Mystery series, Kale to the Queen. Foreign Éclairs Penguin White House executive chef Ollie Paras has served plenty of meals to foreign dignitaries from
around the world. But someone is ready to serve her an ice-cold dish of revenge. . . Things are about to really heat up for Ollie. News of a bombing and attempted breakout at a
federal prison reveals that the brother of a terrorist she helped defeat is back with a vengeance. And after she gets mugged on her way home from work, the Secret Service won’t
leave her side, fearing that she is now a target. When a White House staﬀ member is murdered, oﬃcials rush into action over a possible security breach. It may be time for Ollie to
trade in her apron for a bullet-proof vest as she becomes part of a bold strategy to make sure this terrorist gets his just desserts. . . Deadly Blessings An Alex St. James Mystery
Crossroad Press It's not often Alex St. James has a story this tantalizing fall into her lap, only to have it snatched away again. As news researcher at Midwest Focus Television in
Chicago, she'd been set to interview a young Polish immigrant woman, pregnant by a Catholic priest. When the woman is found murdered, and Alex tries to investigate, her boss
abruptly reassigns her to a ﬂuﬀ piece, so he can give the hot murder story to the station owner's nephew. But anyone who knows Alex also knows that like Fate, she'll ﬁnd a way.
Acting without authority and without assistance, she continues to investigate, making some very powerful people in the Chicago Archdiocese uneasy. Suddenly Alex ﬁnds herself in
the middle of a plot so sinister and far reaching, that the very next thing she might hear are her own Last Rites. PRAISE FOR DEADLY BLESSINGS: "Julie Hyzy's riveting mystery,
Deadly Blessings, launches appealing sleuth Alex St. James in a twisty, absorbing, headline-current case. First rate." -Carolyn Hart All the President's Menus Penguin It’s an old adage
that too many cooks spoil the broth. But when a tour of the White House kitchen by a group of foreign chefs ends in murder, it’s Olivia Paras who ﬁnds herself in the soup… Due to a
government sequester, entertaining at the White House has been severely curtailed. So executive chef Olivia Paras is delighted to hear that plans are still on to welcome a
presidential candidate from the country of Saardisca—the ﬁrst woman to run for oﬃce—and four of that nation’s top chefs. But while leading the chefs on a kitchen tour, pastry chef
Marcel passes out suddenly—and later claims he was drugged. When one of the visiting chefs collapses and dies, it’s clear someone has inﬁltrated the White House with ill intent.
Could it be an anti-Saardiscan zealot? Is the candidate a target? Are the foreign chefs keeping more than their recipes a secret? Once again, Olivia must make sleuthing the special
of the day… The Cozy Cookbook More than 100 Recipes from Today's Bestselling Mystery Authors Penguin MORE THAN 100 RECIPES FROM AVERY AAMES/DARYL WOOD GERBER
ELLERY ADAMS CONNIE ARCHER LESLIE BUDEWITZ LAURA CHILDS CLEO COYLE VICTORIA HAMILTON B. B. HAYWOOD JULIE HYZY JENN McKINLAY PAIGE SHELTON Great meals don’t
have to be a mystery—but they can come from a mystery. Selecting the most delicious recipes from some of the most popular names in crime solving, The Cozy Cookbook serves up
mouth-watering appetizers, entrèes, and desserts that will leave your family or book club group asking, “Whodunit?” In addition to recipes, choose a sleuth du jour from our menu
of mystery series and get a taste of each of our authors’ bread and butter—page-turning puzzles and stay-up-all-night suspense in excerpts from their bestselling works. Whether
you like your meals sautéed, roasted, baked, or served cold like revenge, The Cozy Cookbook has something to satisfy every mystery fan. This book contains previously published
material. Murder Hooks a Mermaid Penguin Nestled in Keyhole Bay, Florida, Glory Martine’s souvenir shop, Southern Treasures, is supposed to trap tourists—not ghosts. But a
possessed parrot may be just what Glory needs to solve a murder... Inheriting her great-uncle Louis’s bayside souvenir shop should have been a breeze for Glory. Instead it’s been
one headache after another—with a lot of them generated by Bluebeard, a parrot with a mouth like a sailor and a personality a lot like her late great-uncle. But Glory’s troubles pale
in comparison to those of her best friend Karen, whose ex may still have the personalized key chain to her heart, but whose brother-in-law is about to get locked up. A diver has
been found with a gaﬀ hook in his chest, and Karen turns to Glory to help get her brother-in-law oﬀ the hook for his murder. But casting the net for the real killer won’t be easy.
Glory and Bluebeard are about to ﬁnd out that the secrets in Keyhole Bay run deeper than anyone ever imagined… Virtual Sabotage Calexia Press LLC Don’t believe everything you
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think. Kenna Ward is a “lifeguard for the brain,” an envoy for Virtu-Tech, the preeminent virtual reality provider whose implants allow consumers to experience exhilarating
imagined adventures—all while remaining perfectly safe. Most of the time, that is. In the rare instance when a participant mistakes an overwhelming situation as real, it's up to
Ward to enter their scenario and pull them back to reality. But when Ward’s partner goes rogue and the system begins responding in odd and dangerous ways, she delves deeper,
uncovering a sinister conspiracy to dominate not only the virtual reality world, but the real one as well. Ward must stop this devastating attack before there are no more
independent minds left to control. A Clue in the Stew Penguin Soup shop owner Lucky Jamieson stirs up more trouble in the latest mystery from the national bestselling author of
Ladle to the Grave... When Lucky Jamieson opens up By the Spoonful to host an event with a famous author, she’s not expecting a bunch of nuts to descend on her small-town soup
shop. But the author’s exasperating entourage—from a prickly publicist to a snippy son and his tipsy wife—give fresh meaning to the phrase, too many cooks spoil the broth. The
evening is more than spoiled, however, when it ends with a homicide. When the manner of the murder—as well as another recent unsolved crime—echoes the author’s ﬁction, Police
Chief Nate Edgerton realizes he has a copycat killer on his hands. And Lucky hopes that one of her regular customers who has mysteriously gone missing isn’t involved. Once again,
the soup shop owner will need to stir up some clues to ﬁnd her friend and catch a cunning killer—before things really take a tureen for the worse... Recipes To Die For: A Victoria
Square Cookbook Polaris Press Katie Bonner and the rest of the locals from Victoria Square invite you into their kitchens to share tantalizing recipes and intimate stories about food,
family, and life. So tie on your apron and sharpen your knives, because Recipes To Die For is chock full of culinary treasures such as Andy Rust's Cinnamon Rolls, Vance Ingram’s
Barbequed Ribs, and Sweet Sue’s Toﬀee Squares. And you don't want to miss Aunt Lizzie’s Cream Scones. They're to die for! Inaugural Parade Berkley Publishing Group NOW IN ONE
VOLUME—THE FIRST THREE WHITE HOUSE CHEF MYSTERIES State of the Onion White House chef Olivia Paras jumps from the frying pan into the ﬁre to smoke out an assassin. Hail to
the Chef Following the shocking death of an electrician, Olivia steps out of the White House kitchen to turn up the heat on a killer. Eggsecutive Orders Olivia has too many eggs in
one basket for the White House’s Easter celebration. But when a government oﬃcial dies after eating a dinner her staﬀ prepared, she has more than egg on her face to worry about.
INCLUDES RECIPES A Dark and Stormy Murder Penguin An aspiring suspense novelist lands in the middle of a real crime in the ﬁrst Writer's Apprentice mystery. Lena London's
literary dreams are coming true—as long as she can avoid any real-life villains... Camilla Graham’s bestselling suspense novels inspired Lena London to become a writer, so when
she lands a job as Camilla’s new assistant, she can’t believe her luck. Not only will she help her idol craft an enchanting new mystery, she’ll get to live rent-free in Camilla’s
gorgeous Victorian home in the quaint town of Blue Lake, Indiana. But Lena’s fortune soon changes for the worse. First, she lands in the center of small town gossip for befriending
the local recluse. Then, she stumbles across one thing that a Camilla Graham novel is never without—a dead body, found on her new boss’s lakefront property. Now Lena must take
a page out of one of Camilla’s books to hunt down clues in a real crime that seems to be connected to the novelist’s mysterious estate—before the killer writes them both out of the
story for good... Grace Interrupted: A Manor House Mystery "Grace investigates the murder of a Civil War re-enactor and also rescues a stray cat on the grounds of Marshﬁeld
Manor"-- A Spoonful of Murder Penguin Winter is big business in small-town Snowﬂake, Vermont. Tourists arrive to hit the ski slopes—and what could be more satisfying after a chilly
day of carving powder than a steaming bowl of soup? When Lucky Jamieson inherits her parents' soup shop, By the Spoonful, she realizes it's time to take stock of her life. Should
she sell her parents' house or move in herself? Does she really want to run a restaurant business? And what about her grandfather Jack, who seems to be showing signs of
Alzheimer's? But her life decisions are moved to the back burner after an icy blonde tourist is found frozen to death behind the soup shop. and Lucky is bowled over when her soup
chef, Sage DuBois, is led out of the kitchen by the police. As suspicion and speculations snowball, Lucky decides that the only way to save her employee and her business is to ﬁnd
out herself who iced the tourist--and landed her chef in the soup... Recipes included! Shades of Earl Grey Penguin Indigo Tea Shop owner Theodosia Browning is ﬁnally invited to a
social event that she doesn’t have to cater—but there’s more than champagne bubbling… Theo is mingling with the cream of Charleston society at the engagement soiree of the
season. But as they eagerly await the dazzling young couple’s arrival—the groom meets with a freak accident. The exquisite wedding ring—a family heirloom from the crown of Marie
Antoinette—is mysteriously missing. Theodosia suspects that trouble is brewing. But when she goes to the authorities, they treat her like she’s been reading tea leaves—and that’s
the surest way to put Theodosia’s kettle on the boil… Monument to the Dead Penguin As president of the Pennsylvania Antiquarian Society in Philadelphia, Nell Pratt relies on the
generosity of philanthropists. But when someone starts killing benefactors, it’s Nell’s turn to come to their aid… When Nell reads the obituary of a former board member, Adeline
Harrison, she makes a mental note to send ﬂowers and doesn’t think twice about it—until FBI agent James Morrison shares his suspicions about the nature of Adeline’s death. It
turns out that a number of other members of the local cultural community have died in the last few months, under similar circumstances. Soon Nell uncovers what seems to be a plot
to rid Philadelphia of harmless, elderly philanthropists—but why? If she can ﬁgure out the killer’s motive, she has a chance of stopping the misanthropic murderer before another
do-gooder is done in… Murder With Ganache Penguin Hayley Snow, the food critic for Key Zest magazine, has her plate heaped high with restaurant reviews, doughnut and sticky bun
tastings, and an article on the Hemingway cats. But this week she’s also in charge of her best friend’s wedding. And then someone adds a side of murder… For better or worse,
Hayley has agreed to bake over 200 cupcakes for her friend Connie’s wedding while still meeting her writing deadlines. The last thing she needs is family drama. But her parents
come barreling down on the island like a category 3 hurricane and on their ﬁrst night in town her stepbrother, Roby, disappears into the spring break party scene in Key West. When
Hayley hears that two teenagers have stolen a jet ski, she sets aside her oven mitts and goes in search of Rory. She ﬁnds him, barely conscious, but his female companion isn’t so
lucky. Now Hayley has to let the cupcakes cool and assemble the sprinkles of clues to clear her stepbrother’s name—before someone else gets iced. Are You My Father? Janet
Williams is traveling through life at record speeds, from sleeping in an outside shower with a stray black Labrador Retriever to running a multi-million-dollar real estate brokerage
ﬁrm. She struggles to deﬁne who she is and, more importantly, who she is becoming. Her famous father, a Navy Admiral, demands family secrecy for his indiscretion and chooses a
clandestine relationship with Janet. But are the family secrets really better left in the attic? Are You My Father? takes us on a world adventure, from the Outer Banks of North
Carolina to the Alps of Switzerland. It begs the question, are you part of the problem, or part of the solution? The Teaberry Strangler Berkley Theodosia Browning discovers the body
of the local map store owner in an alley behind her tea shop, and is alarmed by Detective Tidwell's theory that she was the intended victim, in this mystery from the author of
Oolong Dead. Reprint. 50,000 ﬁrst printing. Strawberried Alive Penguin The crew from the Fairy Tale Cupcakes shop risks getting burned when they set out to ﬁnd a murderer who is
terrorizing their town Life is smooth as buttercream at the Fairy Tale Cupcakes bakery, and newlyweds Mel and Joe are stopping to smell the ﬂours. But things start to crumble one
night when an unknown gunman takes a shot at Mel. Though the bullets miss their mark, the cupcake crew goes on high alert to ﬁgure out who would want to kill a small-town
baker, and why. When more business owners are attacked, things turn fatal, and locals begin to wonder if the killer could be one of their own. Every shop owner in town starts to
fear it’s only a matter of time before they too become victims of the mystery murderer. Despite the cupcake crew's superb baking skills, it will be anything but a piece of cake to
catch the killer, as they try to prevent anyone else from being berried. What's A Ghoul to Do? A Ghost Hunter Mystery Penguin M.J., her partner Gilley, and their client, the wealthy,
de-lish Dr. Steven Sable, are at his family's lodge, where his grandfather allegedly jumped to his death from the roof-although Sable says it was foul play. But the patriarch's isn't
the only ghost around. The place is lousy with souls, all with something to get oﬀ their ghoulish chests. Now M.J. will have to to quell the clamor-and listen for a voice with the
answers... Lord of the Pies A Kensington Palace Chef Mystery Crooked Lane Books When Carrie Ann Cole bakes a lemon meringue pie to die for that actually kills someone, she must
ﬁnd out who the real killer is before her time at the Kensington Palace expires. The elegant Orangery at Kensington Palace is the perfect setting for the bridal shower of Carrie Ann
Cole’s best friend’s sister. Personal chef to the royal family, Carrie Ann’s pie theme is naturally winning. But a waiter later keels over dead into the lemon meringue pie she leaves
as a thank-you to the staﬀ and Carrie Ann realizes that somebody slipped a mickey into that meringue. Her ﬂoury ﬁngerprints are all over that pie and the authorities suspect her
distress is a cover-up for murder. Carrie Ann must set out to clear her name if she wants to stay at her dream job any longer. But all too soon, another body drops in the Orangery.
This time, it’s the Orangery chef. Murder won’t crimp her style, and as bodies pile up, Carrie Ann uncovers palace intrigue, London nightlife, and British pies scouring for the killer in
Lord of the Pies, the witty follow-up to Nell Hampton’s Kale to the Queen. Genreﬂecting A Guide to Popular Reading Interests ABC-CLIO The gold standard for readers' advisory, this
book represents an essential resource for LIS students and practicing librarians who want to better understand readers, reading interests, and ﬁction and nonﬁction genres. Dead
End Street Penguin The New York Times bestselling author of Privy to the Dead returns to Philadelphia for more history—and a chilling mystery . . . When the Pennsylvania
Antiquarian Society discovers it owns some unique real estate, a deadly plot unfolds . . . Society president Nell Pratt believes life is ﬁnally going her way. Everything’s running
smoothly at work, and her love life is thriving. Then some unexpected news rocks her foundation. Two members of a local neighborhood rescue program, Tyrone Blakeney and
Cherisse Chapman, inform Nell that her society owns an abandoned row house in a rundown area of Philadelphia and they insist on taking her to see the property before its date
with the wrecking ball. But soon after they arrive at the house, Cherisse is fatally shot and Tyrone is badly injured. The police believe it’s just random violence in a bad
neighborhood, but Nell thinks there’s more to it and is determined to ﬁnd answers before someone else becomes history . . . Red Velvet Revenge Penguin To boost business, Fairy
Tale Cupcakes owners Melanie Cooper and Angie DeLaura decide to sell cupcakes at the annual Juniper Pass rodeo, but their attempt to save their business turns into a ﬁght for
survival when a murderer with a sweet tooth strikes. Original. 45,000 ﬁrst printing. Madam Prime Minister Penguin Random House India Private Limited Asha Devi is India's youngest ever
Prime Minister. She is twenty-nine years old, charismatic and driven. Elevated to power after the assassination of her father she must prove that she is more than just a dynast. But
within days of her swearing-in, things begin to go wrong. Terrorists take hundreds of people hostage at Delhi's top mall. Her coalition partner turns on her. Her step-brothers resent
her accession. And she is caught up in a ratings war between two of India's top TV channels and their self-obsessed anchors. As Asha struggles to retain her hold on power, defeat
the terrorists, keep her family together, win over coalition partners and tackle the beast of 24x7 news TV, she never loses sight of one objective: She must track down the man who
murdered her father. Written in a cinematic, fast-moving style this book oﬀers an insider's view of how things move at the top echelons of government and gives us a rare peek into
the underbelly of the TV news business. It also brings back Asha Devi, the much-admired heroine of Seema Goswami's bestselling Race Course Road. Tart of Darkness Sourcebooks,
Inc. Right when Dani thinks she's hit a dead-end in her career, she unexpectedly inherits an enormous old house in a quaint college town. This gives her the perfect opportunity to
pursue her true passion—cooking! So Dani opens Chef-to-Go, preparing delicious, ready-made meals for hungry students attending the nearby university, as well as providing
personal chef services and catering events for the local community. To help support her new business, she opens her home to a few students, renting them rooms and becoming
almost like a big sister ﬁgure in their lives. But just as Dani is relishing her sweet new life, the friend of one of her boarders is murdered, and Dani becomes one of the primary
suspects! She'll have to scramble to clear her name and save her business before the killer reappears—perhaps to silence the new chef forever.
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